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‘Ana had not seen Nena
for a long time.
Nena lived in Tonga.
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‘Ana missed Nena.
She missed Nena’s big smile.
She missed Nena’s big hugs.
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“Can we go and see Nena?”
said ‘Ana.
“No,” said Mum.
“She lives far away.
But we can talk to Nena
on the computer!”
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Mum set up the computer.
“Here she is,” said Mum.
‘Ana saw Nena’s big smile.
“Mālō e lelei, ‘Ana!” said Nena.
“Mālō e lelei, Nena!” said ‘Ana.
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‘Ana talked to Nena
about school.
Nena talked to ‘Ana
about her puppy.
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“It’s time to go, ‘Ana,” said Mum.
“Bye, Nena. See you,” said ‘Ana.
“See you. I love you,” said Nena.
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“Kua hoko tuai e magaaho ke mavehe ai, 
ma Ofa,” he vagahau e Mami.
“Koe kia, ma Nena. Nofo ā,” 
he vagahau e Ofa.
“Fano ā. Momoko lahi au ki a koe,” 
he vagahau e Nena.
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